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Angela Merkel: The legacy interview 

'Two events I personally found most challenging' 

Asked abou1 her biggest struggles as leader, Merkel reflected: "The two events I pe~sonally found most challenging were, for one, the large 

number of refugees arriving here [in 2015), which l actually do not like to call a 'crisis' - because people are people. So. first, there was the 

pressure we faced from many people fleeing Syria and its neighboring countries. And now there is the l'OVI D-rn pandemic. Maybe these were 

the crises where we clearly saw how people are being directly affected where human lives hang in the balancC'. For me, tliose were the biggest 

challenges. '' 

Germany's controversial COVID-19 rules 

The chancellor said the European Union still needs to be able to find "a common system for addressing asylum and migration'' and create 

"a self-regulating balance between the countrie:;; of origin and those where refugees first arrive," in orcler to better help refugees and fight the 

root causes of why people flee. 

Asked to look back on her famous quote from 2015, when she said "Wir scbaffen das," or, "We can do this," she admitted that "not everything 

went exactly as it should." But Merkel considered it a major success to see bow many refugees Germany bad taken in, many of whom 

now permanently live and work in the country. 

"Yes, we did it. But by 'we', I meall a trnly large mlmber of people in Germany who helped get it done: many mayors, many volunteer~," and the 

many who a re still supporting their new friends, neighbors, and co-workers, the chancellor said. 

'A reassuring signal in a turbulent world' 

Smiling, Merkel co11ceded that having her likely successor Olaf Scholz I 
,idt: :11th• n•t·111I r ,:111 n wl'thll,\ in Rome "wasn't quite that 

generous ,1 step on my part" - as her finance minister, he was always going to attend. 

However, she did bring Scbo1z to many dosed-door discussions as a sign of coutinuity and harmony. Despite the fact that they come from 

different political pa11ies - <;1•1wl · 1~ r, , n, , 1•111 .,._ t• ._,, ·i r 1, , " ' - Merkel appeared to have every confidence in the fuhire 

chancellor. 

"! thought it was an important signal for Olaf Scholz to be part of all bilateral discussions. That way, I could say, seated right here is the man you 

will probably be speaking with at the ne;-..1: meeting, in the role of German head of government ," Merkel said. "l felt that was important." 

She added that she thought it impmtant to le.ave the impression that"the current cliancellor and tbe likely future one have a good working 

relationship." 

"This sends a reassuring signal in a rather turbulent world. I thought it was ·the right thing to do. " 

Finally, the chancellor was asked about seeing someone else sitting in the chancellery after 16 years. 

"You'll get used to it," Merkel said, s miling again. 


